The Nut Place started in 1973 as a family fastener business out of a 2500 square foot warehouse in Houston. By 2010, the company had expanded and opened a new 30,000 sq. ft. building providing expanded inventory including industrial supplies as well as an in-house machine shop. Due to their increased product offerings, The Nut Place required an experienced and accurate software solution to manage the warehouse and streamline productivity. “Companies don’t make software decisions lightly,” explains The Nut Place President. “A year before selecting ERP-ONE, we were in line to purchase a powerful, well-known software package. However, we were introduced to ERP-ONE and immediately liked what we saw. It had all the features in one package unlike the other vendor that sold module after costly module to make it complete. Even though ERP-ONE was not as well-known at the time, the power of the software was equally if not more impressive.”

In 2010, The Nut Place made the switch to a Windows platform running ERP-ONE. “Distribution One technicians converted our old data into the new system, and our company instantly felt like we were flying at mach one speed.” The Nut Place President adds, “When it comes to technical support, Distribution One takes a personal approach. They work closely with our IT team during those times when we need customized programming.”

“ERP-ONE has an incredible ability to make the complex operations of every aspect of our business process run smoothly in a software package that scales and grows with our company. It actually helps our business be more productive. We operate more efficiently because our software performs like a world-class product. And that’s not marketing hype. We trust in its reliability. It is one of the best decisions our company made.”